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Abstract: Community question answering CQA) systems are
rapidly gaining attention in the society. Several researchers have
actively engaged in improving the theories associated with
question answering (QA) systems. This paper reviews the
literature reported works on question answering QA systems. In
this paper, we discuss on the early contributions on QA systems
along with their present and future scope. We have categorized the
literature reported works into 20 subgroups according to their
significance and relevance. The works in each group will be
brought out along with their inter-relevance. Finding the question
and answer quality is the prime challenge almost addressed by
many researchers. Modeling similar questions, identifying experts
in prior and understanding seeker satisfaction also considered as
potential challenges. Researchers at the most have done
experimentations on popular CQAs like Yahoo! Answers, Wiki
Answers, Baidu Knows, Brianly, Quora, Pubmed and Stack
Overflow respectively. Machine learning, probabilistic modeling,
deep learning and hybrid approach of solving show profound
significance in addressing various challenges encounter with QA
systems. Today the paradigm of CQA systems took the shift by
serving as Open Educational Resources to learning community.
Keywords: Community Question Answering Systems (CQAs),
Question Answer Retrieval, Question Analysis.

I. INTRODUCTION
Question answering (QA) system is concerned in giving
automated answers for the questions posed by humans.
Human posed questions predominantly takes the form of
natural language statements. Thus the concept of Question
answering (QA) takes the support of natural language
processing and information retrieval. QA system could be
perceived as a software application which tries to structure the
unstructured collection of natural language information and
attempts in giving appropriate answer for the posed question.
Unstructured collection of information could include
Wikipedia pages, compiled news articles, collection of
reference textual documents, and a subset of voluminous
collection of web pages available over Internet. During the
attempt of answering, QA deals with wide variety of questions
in finding how, why, actual facts and semantics. Sometimes
QA systems might encounter with hypothetical and
cross-lingual queries too.

QA systems broadly classified into two categories namely
closed-domain and open-domain. Closed domain is related to
a specific domain (for ex: Sports, medicine, cinema etc.)
which takes less effort compared to open-domain for
processing the answers because such a system can fetch
domain-specific knowledge through frequently formalized
ontologies. Also, such systems at the most accept limited
questions of descriptive nature of instead of procedural
information. On the other hand open-domain QA systems
works with world knowledge allows posing questions in any
domain. These systems are quite complex because of their
wide search through numerous general ontologies and world
knowledge.
II. EARLY QA SYSTEMS
Joseph Weizenbaum [1] developed the early natural language
processing computer program named ELIZA during mid
1960’s at the MIT Artificial Intelligence Laboratory.
Weizenbaum The primary focus of the creation of ELIZA is
the demonstration of communication’s superficiality between
humans and machines. It was the first chatter bot which
attempted the Turing Test The system cleverly created an
illusion to the users and simulated conversation with users is
achieved by pattern matching and the methodology of
substitution. MAD Slip and DOCTOR scripting systems
allowed ELIZA in processing user requests. ELIZA has
created a strong impact in its user community and thus several
academicians believed that the program assists the doctors to
work for the treatment of patient [2]. The prime limitation of
ELIZA is that it could not converse with true understanding.
Even though ELIZA stored data from punched cards.
BASEBALL begins its work by searching for words and
idioms in the database dictionary then takes further search for
phrase structure and syntactic needs to be refined, but still it is
proved to be successful for its intelligence and understanding.
One of the early QA system is BASEBALL [3]
conceived by Fredrick, Oliver and Gerald developed at
Stanford University during the year 1961. BASEBALL is a
computer program tries to answer in simple English with
reference to the facts to retrieve the information requested.
This QA system belongs to closed domain category and caters
the information pertaining to the baseball games.
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LUNAR [4] is the next significant research
prototype for answering the questions related to geological
analysis of rocks returned by the Apollo moon missions. The
system was first publicly demonstrated at a lunar science
convention in 1971 and the system could able to answer 90%
of the questions in its domain posed by people untrained on
the system. The LUNAR system initially performs syntactic
analysis using heuristic information and then tries to
determine the meaning of the posed question and finally
produces the required output.
The language parser of LUNAR followed the general parsing
algorithm which actually been developed at Harvard
University. LUNAR QA system is developed with the
grammatical rules for a large subset of English. It also consists
of a set of semantic interpretation rules for interpreting
requests to perform chemical analyses and ratios. A dictionary
of 3500 words and with user helpful functions are integrated
with LUNAR for interrogating the database. LUNAR system
is quite fluent in a few specific constructions and could able to
recognize a large number of variations on the request.
However, the prototype LUNAR needs to be greatly
enhanced for its linguistic processing, semantic
representations and inference mechanisms.
In late 60s and early 70s, Terry Wingard at MIT developed
SHRDLU [5], an early natural processing understanding
program which gained prominent recognition as a
question-answering system. Micro Planner and LISP
programming are used to write programs. The program
simulates the operation of a robot to attend the Blocks World
problem. During the simulation the program make a
conversation with the humans trying to describe the state of
the world. Figure 2.1a depicts the original screen display of
Blocks World with SHRDLU. Its corresponding color
rendering is shown in figure 2.2b which is colored by the
University of UTAH.

a) Original Screen Display

b) color rendering
Fig 2.1: SHRDLU Blocks World Geometric
Representation
The biggest strength of this program is that the rules of
physics are quite positively encoded in a computer program.
A famous demonstration of SHRDLU is shown in the
following figures ( as follows:
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Wilensky during this period. Unix Consultant is a QA system
gives valid responses to the user who wish to know about
Unix Operating System. UC has associated with
comprehensive hand-crafted knowledge base pertaining to its
domain. Another significant QA system developed during this
period is LILOG which is aimed to serve for German
Tourism. However, these two systems doesn’t reach the
society, still, they laid significant path in the computational
linguistics and reasoning.
During the early years of millennium, QA systems are
improved to associate a question classifier module that finds
the type of question and the type of answer. The multi-agent
question-answering architecture is developed during this
period, In which every domain represents an agent. Such an
agent attempts to answer the posted questions with the support
of its domain knowledge. In parallel, a meta–agent for every
agent monitors the cooperation among the question answering
agents fetches the most relevant answers. During the rapid
growth of QA systems one of the significant observation
found is that the burden of a QA system could be minimized if
the right information appears in many forms. This practice
also minimizes false positives to most extent. Numerous QA
systems at the most rely on automated reasoning and are
predominantly been developed in Prolog and Lisp
programming.
III. HOW QA SYSTEM WORKS?

Fig 2.2 A demonstration of SHRUDLU algorithm
Terry Winograd atmost has succeeded in attempting Turing
test by his SHRDLU. There are several tricky questions posed
by humans, still, SHRDLU didn’t turn off.
During 1970’s the development of knowledge bases resulted
in building expert systems .To produce quotable valid
responses to the questions confined in the area of knowledge.
These expert systems emulate the ability of a human while
making decision based on its knowledge. Edward
Feigenbaum is the early researcher who developed expert
system DENDRAL [6] at Stanford University. Bruce G.
Buchanan, Joshua Lederberg, and Carl Djerassi, are the
supporting key contributors to the DENDRAL project. Expert
systems closely resemble modern QA system. However, the
internal architecture of expert systems and modern QA
Systems has a significant variation. Expert system relies on its
organized knowledge base whereas modern QA system works
on unstructured natural language.
Comprehensive theoretical research in natural language
processing started rise during 1970s and 1980s. Unix
Consultant (UC) [7] is a pioneer project developed by Rober
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QA system aims in giving an appropriate answer to the user
posed question. Most of the cases, the retorted answer is
provided in short texts rather than the relevant documents. In
conventional scenario, QA system receives the input as
natural language question in place of set of keywords. To
illustrate, "When is the republic day of India?" Input natural
language input is transformed into query through its logical
form. QA system is made user friendly with the help of the
idea of natural language question which results in
complicated processing to get sensible answer. In an open
domain, tagging a posed question to its appropriate category
is a big deal; since the process of answer extraction depends
upon determining the correct question type which deduces the
correct answer type.
As a part of finding the question type, keyword
extraction is the initial step to be performed. In certain cases
these keywords are more specific and could indicate the type
of the question directly. For instance, words like "Who",
"Where" "How many", indicates QA system to return the
answer of "Person", "Location", "Number" type respectively.
For instance, referring to the question in previous paragraph,
the QA system should respond with a date. Tagging based on
parts of speech (POS) and applying syntactic parsing analysis
will determines the answer type. For instance “Indian
Republic day” is a subject ,”is” the predicate, “when” the
adverbial modifier and “Date” the answer type. Haplessly,
interrogative words like "Which", "What" "How" show
ambiguity in giving clear answers because of their
representation. In the posed questions the other words should
be taken into account to deal with these situations. The focus
should be to identify the word or words which exactly indicate
the meaning of the question.
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Numerous lexical dictionaries are available in the
literature and the processor can take the support of any of
these dictionaries for better understanding of discourse.
Once the identification of the question type is done,
helps to find the document sets with key words will be found
with the help of Information retrieval system. Group tagging
could be used in order to verify the correct entities and
relations during the retrieval of the documents. Also, an entity
recognizer could help in finding the relevant “Person” or
“Location” from the obtained documents. Ranking could be
applied on the relevant textual paragraphs for getting accurate
answers. Building a vector space model is one of the best
strategies to classify candidate answers. This model helps in
determining the correct answer type with reference the given
question type. Validation of the correct candidate answers
could be done by applying the inference technique. Every
candidate answer is then assigned with a score which is
determined based on the contained question words and how
close those are to the candidate answer. The obtained answer
is then transformed into meaningful representation for user
understanding with the support of parsing. Considering the
previous question, the best answer could be “26th February”.
IV. QA SYSTEMS PRESENT AND THEIR FUTURE
SCOPE
To serve additional domains of knowledge in recent
years the QA systems have been improving rapidly[8]. At
present, QA systems are able to cater automatic answers for
temporal & geospatial questions, terminologies & definitions,
biographical questions and content-based questions. Current
QA research topics include:
 automatic reasoning
 response caching
 answer visualization
 interactiveness
 subject roles
 emotion analysis
 semantic analysis
 Use of linguistic resources and tools etc.
Modern information retrieval research focus in
developing a well established methodology based on
exhaustive laboratory experiments. Drawing a concrete
conclusion is only possible when reliable and trustworthy
retrieval
methods
using
test
collections
are established. Text Retrieval Conference (TREC) is actively
engaged in conducting workshops focusing various
information retrieval research areas. TREC is associated with
a question answering track since 1999; in each track the focus
is defined in such a way that the systems are to fetch small
snippets of text that contains an answer for open-domain,
closed-class questions. TREC QA pools top n documents
from each run, removes redundancies and hands over these
filtered documents to human assessors for further evaluation.
Jimmy Lin [9] has found that the literature available studies
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pertaining to evaluate QA systems are not similarly analyzed.
He presented a meta-evaluation of the quality of answer
patterns and lists which are employed in question answering
evaluation. Based on this study he concluded that the
underlying answer patterns and list of relevant documents are
not suitable for post-hoc experimentation. Jimmy Lin has
presented an evaluation of available resources which are
intended to evaluate factoid question answering. Author has
alerted the researchers that one must be cautious when
employing existing resources to evaluate QA Systems. Author
also suggested that the researchers should not make
quantitative comparisons to find the effectiveness of different
techniques.
Sanda et al. [10] presented a novel framework for
answering complex questions that takes the support of
question decomposition technique. The decomposition
procedure works on Markov chain which subsequently
follows a random walk on the bipartite graph of relations
created between concepts of a complex question and
sub-questions obtained from relevant passages which exhibit
these relations. The decomposed question and answers
identified during random walk are subjected as input to a
clever QA system and thus derives a passages set. Later a
Multi-Document Summarization (MDS) system is used to
merge these passages to get complete answers. Authors by
their decomposition and random walk technique proved that
the relevance of summary length answers to complex
questions is drastically enhanced.
4.1 Probabilistic Models for QA Systems
Ko et al. [11] applied a graphical model combined with
probabilistic approach to assign ranking in QA system. This
proposed model predetermines the collective probability
considering all the potential answer entities which in turn
estimates the correctness of every answer and also derives the
correlations between answers. This process thus creates a
base of most relevant answers. The proposed model is
validated with a logistic regression model which could predict
correctness of every potential answer. The major advantage of
using such a combined model is that it gives the power of
probabilistic inference. Authors pursued their experimental
work with a set of 1818 questions chosen from the TREC8-12
QA evaluations which were considered as the test-bed, and
along with a cross validation comprised of 5-fold was used to
study the proposed model. Since the combined prediction
model follows a graphical representation, thus its time
complexity is denoted as O(2n) where n indicates the number
of answer candidates. Thus authors validated their work only
with top 10 candidate answers. Authors have demonstrated
the improved efficiency of combined approach for answer
ranking. Authors combined the proposed model with the
logistic regression method and found a positive improvement
in determining accurate answer ranking.
QA systems rapidly grow with new questions posted
daily and this situation may be worsening the interest of users
in picking out their choice of questions. Also, such rapid
growth may result in unnecessary delay during answering of
the newly posted questions. Hence, locating interesting
questions can be treated as a potential problem of research.
The solution for this kind of hurdle is to understand users’
actual interest.
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Development of techniques which recommend
appropriate questions enable users to work with interesting
questions. Mingcheng Qu et al. [20] adopted an integrated
approach that performs semantic analysis with probabilistic
inference. This model is termed as Probabilistic Latent
Semantic Analysis (PLSA) designed to fetch out question
recommendations. The work also proposed a novel metric to
analyze the performance of PLSA. For a given question
collection, Mingcheng Qu et al. have formulated an equation
presented in 2.1, to represent the distribution of users with
their attempts in answering questions as:
Pr(T, x) =
……(2.1)
where T ∈ t1, t2, ..., tn denotes users, x ∈ x1, x2, ..., xm
represents questions and m ∈ m1, m2, ..., mk represent k topic
models, each associated with one topic T.
Authors refined this equation to cope with sparsity
and thus made the user-word aspect model and devised the
following equation as,
Pr(T, x) =
……(2.2)
where A ∈ a1, a2, ..., al are the words comprised in a
question.
The distribution is then subjected to compute the
local maximum in order to bring out the probability of the
question base. Authors then computed the probability of word
occurrence using Bayesian law as,
Pr(T, x) =

1/|x|

…… (2.3)

The developed question recommendation is
validated with the help of newly devised accuracy metric as,
Accuracy =

....… (2.4)

The quality of recommendation (P) has been experimentally
improved and authors have opened a new direction to make
question recommendation.
QA system predominantly works passively in which
an asker puts a question and an answerer may give proper
response at some other time. Once a question is posted, it will
be put forwarded to all the users in the system. Sometimes
answerers might not be interested to seek response from
selected experts. Also, answerers may need to visit several
questions while giving accurate response. Liu et al [30] have
worked in eliminating such limitations and proposed a
probability supported framework to find out the best answer
for the posed questions. The proposed frame work keeps a
track on the answerers’ answering history and prepares a
model with the support of Latent Dirchlet Allocation model.
The work is experimented with both user activity and
authority information and found that the proposed
methodology can effectively work on newly posted questions
for their best answerers.
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A conventional QA system might be assigned to a
particular domain. Still, if it caters only to a specific language
then the development of such a system is worthless.
Development of multilingual QA Systems is quite a worth. Ko
et al. [11] have earlier developed a probabilistic graphical
model to assign ranking for a Question-Answering System.
An extension to this work, Ko et al. [32] have presented two
probabilistic models for assigning ranks to the answers in a
multi-lingual natural language QA system. Authors identified
limited prior research using probabilistic models in traditional
monolingual answer-ranking and he also found that only
formal methods are employed to perform answering ranking
in multilingual QA system. The work presents a probabilistic
model which determines the probabilities of relevance for
each answer individually. The work then progresses in
devising another novel probabilistic method which predicts
the relevance of answers individually as well as their mutual
relations. The proposed framework has laid an initial leap in
building a novel combination of probabilistic methods which
positively drives in designing a flexible and scalable
multilingual QA system. The work successfully addressed the
criticism that this joint probabilistic approach is not thorough
enough by conducting extensive set of experiments subjected
to cross lingual translation of QA from English to Chinese and
Japanese. The work also attempted in addressing monolingual
QA of English, Chinese and Japanese with the support of
TREC and NTCIR question base.
Major contribution to the Community Question
Answering (CQA) system is given by a set of highly active
users which usually exists in small in size, normally termed as
experts who share high-quality useful answers. Identifying
potential users and giving a concrete recognition to each
expert is a good practice to make experts retain with the QA
system. Several techniques are available to identify and user
for locating his expertise. Early identification of an expert
during initial participation will nurture and retain him in the
system. Aditya Pal et al. [38] have addressed two problems in
related to identify an expert. The first problem is identifying
the currently associated experts in the QA system. The second
problem is to identify those users who can become experts in
near soon. Authors have presented a probabilistic model
which captures the user’s question selection properties
according to their choice of answering. The proposed
probabilistic model takes the support of machine learning
methods to identify potential experts. The work considerably
identified potential experts from normal users on the basis of
selection preferences; allowing identification of potential
experts with high accuracy when compared to the other
standard models. Authors opined that the selection
preferences may further integrated with standard baselines
footsteps to retrieve improved predictive performance.
4.2 Ranking Frameworks for QA Systems
Open QA systems are of great interest to user community
because of their voluminous source of knowledge base. Still a
clever filtration is always to be done during fetching a right
answer for a posed question because such a system is
composed of at the most invaluable information.
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Jiang Bian et al. [14] found that the majority of the content in
an open QA system reflects individual specific, often
unnecessary opinions. They inferred that a ranking that
equally considers both quality and relevance is quite needed
in developing factual QA system. Such a task poses a great
challenge, since, the architecture design and the content base
of open QA archives varies predominantly with the web
dissemination setting. Jiang Bian et al. [14] have addressed
this challenge and presented a universal ranking framework
for retrieving expected facts from open online social media.
Through experimental results, authors proved that their
proposed methodology is quite effective in querying
well-formed facts to seeker questions compared to a baseline
factoid QA system. The proposed learning framework has the
flexibility to fine tune with minimum effort of manual
labeling. Authors provided the detailed analysis of their
results to highlight those features which have high impact in
searching over social media. The proposed system could be a
decisive building unit to integrate responses obtained from
heterogeneous social media systems with natural searching
capabilities.
Public available QA systems at the most contain
real-world facts which seem to represent as simple structure
but may be complicated in matching with the base of facts
because of their varying linguistics. The answer for the
question “Who is the CEO of Google?” on publicly available
knowledge base needs a match related to “leadership” entity
comprised of three relations namely designation, company
and person respectively. The search also should proceed in
looking two relative entities namely “Google” and “Managing
Director”. A surge of literature is found recently which
present learning-based solutions for such a kind of problems.
Hannah and Elmar further advanced the off the late methods
by following ranking through learning methodology and also
by attempting a problem of recognizing the entity, which has
been ignored in the previous works. Authors coined their
system as “Aqqu” and compared its functionality with two
contemporary benchmark works, Free917 and WebQuestions
respectively. These two standard benchmarks unleashed
different challenges during evaluation. Aqqu outperformed
considerably when compared with the previous best result
obtained by each benchmark. Authors also considered the
efficiency aspects which could be taken of answering all
questions interactively.
Giovanni et al [76] carried a study to identify the
significance of various kinds of models and features for
determining question ranking in community QA system.
These models include bag-of-words (BoW) and syntactic tree
kernels (TKs) respectively. Authors made a note that
structural kernels are never taken into account for pursuing
question re-ranking task which requires modeling of
paraphrase relations to locate question to question similarity.
Online forums at the most comprised of text in informal form
giving an additional challenge to use of tree kernels. The
proposed learning to rank (L2R) algorithms is compared with
one of the potential baseline work designed for Google rank
(GR). Based on the experimental results it shown that the
authors built shallow structures for using in tree kernels are
quiet to noisy data and found that the existing Google Rank
could be improved using the Bag-of-Words features and tree
kernels.
Piero Molino et al after thorough examination of
existing literature works on developing community question
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answering sites found that the there are several factors which
show impact in determining accurate question-answer
matching, but still, these factors are complex to deal with.
Authors paradigm made a shift in perceiving the approach
from application-oriented to a space of various dimensions
which include distinctive attributes, footsteps and contents.
Authors used machine learning based ranking framework
which is most promising to date and included 225 features of
five families in this rank framework. The work is tested over
the largest dataset pertaining to Yahoo! Answers (40 Million
Questions) to estimate the power of predicting the best answer
with chosen 225 features. Authors proposed a new kind
semantics measure of distributional nature that can flexibly
replace most accepted linguistic similarity features to improve
computational magnitude and thus provide greater prediction
power. The work attained an improvement between 11% and
26% in predictive power of learning (P@1) which is quite
promising than contemporary baseline methods.
4.3 Comparative Studies on QA Systems
Maxwell Harper et al. [15] carried a comparative study to
investigate quality predictors by collecting a variety of user
responses published on various available online QA systems.
During the research authors has pointed two main questions
namely,
 How do QA sites differ in functionality with respect to
quality?
 What is the approach of seekers should follow to
obtain most relevant answers from a QA system?
Authors have presented two high-level messages based on the
question topic and their relationships. These messages are
associated in demonstrating quantitative analysis with
reference to the significance of factors. Authors observed that
answer quality predominantly much more in Google Answers
(a commercial QA system) compared to the open sites, also
spending extra cost for a response will result in getting better
output. Authors also found that the key to the success of QA
system would be the maximum extent of user contribution.
For Instance, Yahoo! Answers is an outperformed Q&A site
because of it’s at the most provision given to users for library
reference services.
4.4 Literature reported QA works focusing on Seeker
Satisfaction
Yandong Liu et al. [16] experimented on Yahoo! Answers
data in determining seeker satisfaction. The proposed
research measures the seeker satisfaction based on the
responses contributed by the user community. Authors
designed an estimation model and developed a structure to
support with diversified content. Authors employed baseline
algorithms like support vector machines (SVM) and decision
trees to extract features from the data. The work then proceeds
with analysis of experimental results which are fetched from
evaluation of numerous user ratings and real questions.
During analysis it is identified that the proposed system could
deliver better performance without having prior knowledge
on seeker history.
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Authors complemented their results with a thorough
walkthrough over answer seeking patterns in QA systems
correlated to asker satisfaction. The developed models and
predictions are useful in applications like rank labeling, query
modeling and customized user interface. The proposed work
ensures a promising direction of building practical
environments with improved quality for answer serving
communities.
QA systems may or may not produce required response
within expected timelines. Sometimes they may take several
hours to several days for bringing out satisfactory response. If
answer seeker waits for beyond his patience then it results in
deterioration of credibility on the QA system. Agichtein et al.
[19] pursued a study to address this challenge by estimating
the seeker satisfaction for his posted question very prior to the
responses submitted by the answering community. Authors
devised a generic structured prediction model included with
organized content and chosen features for community
collaboration. This model is termed as WEKA [49]
framework possessing both decision making and
classification capabilities. For every satisfied class of
question answers, authors computed precision, recall and f1
metrics. The work is evaluated experimentally using huge
collection of real-time questions and their associated user
ratings. The work successfully unleashed the generic
methodology of finding out seeker satisfaction. Authors also
worked in exploring customized models of seeker
satisfaction, and demonstrated that if adequate user
interaction history exists then the proposed model may work
as a universal model for prediction.
The paradigm shift is observed in QA system where
conventional textual based questions are slowly been replaced
with visual question-answers. Similar to conventional QA
systems, visual question answering systems provide users to
make a query on an image and can expect a valid answer from
users. The biggest challenge is ambiguousness that a visual
question may lead to several answers with different contexts.
This results in a mixture of agreements and disagreements
pertaining to its subject. Danna and Kirsten[77] proposed a
model termed as CrowdVerge for automatically predicting an
answer’s user agreement from a visual question. The work
then efficiently collects all valid answers of visual questions
and draws a prediction. Authors with an assertion that positive
answer agreement will imply less human responses compared
to negative answer agreement. The work is experimented on
1,21,811 visual questions queried by visually challenged
users, and show that the proposed system fetches out diversity
for the same answer with reduced user contribution.
4.5 Studies on QA works focusing on User Participation
Behavior
Kevin et al. [21] attempted to analyze the South Korea’s
leading QA system Naver Knowledge – iN for understanding
the process of knowledge creation and accumulation as well
as human interaction within the system. A big of bunch of 2.6
million Question-Answer pairs pertaining to 15 categories
posted during the years 2002 and 2007 are collected by the
authors. This data is thoroughly analyzed and identified 26
experts to capture their patterns of interactions connected
with their back ground motivations at different contexts.
Authors found self learning, well being of others, and showing
capability are the key underlying intentions of top
contributors, still, these contributors are found to be irregular
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in their participation. In the literature, Guru score is identified
as a significant measure to assess user performance while
answering to a question. Authors employed Guru Score
combined with a user performance model to estimate the
user’s participation. Authors revealed that the more
participation of a user results in improved performance of
system and thus acts as a motivation factor to other users.
The primary aim of QA system might give a proper answer to
the answer seeker; however, after certain refinements to the
best answer whose final product could be durable, might help
a lot to a broad group of users. Such a shift of enhancing the
answer to cater community-driven is positively accepted. To
make into end product it needs well versed hands on
experience and several community QA systems follow voting
mechanism as their best practice to serve users in determining
the genuineness and relevance of the response. Ashton
Anderson et al [37] studied QA systems to understand this
shift in focus as community knowledge-base generation
process. Authors have considered a question and its every
possible answer associated as a basic unit of analysis, instead
of focusing to a individual question-answer pair. The outcome
of the investigation is quite interesting because of the constant
change in the users’ participation over the period of time in
both answering and voting. For example, authors observed
significant involvement of the reputations of co-answerers,
their attentiveness and the likelihood of answer selection, but
still the most satisfied answer completely relies on the
dynamics of answer appearances. Authors then presented the
abstraction of those characteristics which are generally been
appropriate predicting various significant qualities like
durability of a question, its corresponding responses along
with the need of the giving a better answer. The implications
of the results with the proposed design in QA sites is also been
presented in the work.
4.6 Use of reasoning to detect right answer in QA systems
Xudong Tu et al. [22][23] presented a comparative reasoning
study to reduce the semantics gaps among similar question
pairs and to subsequently to detect suitable answers in
community question-answering sites. With the support of
baseline methodology presented in Bayesian Analogical
Reasoning (BAR) framework [24], authors transformed the
posted question answer pairs into relational data, also to
assign ranks for answers by their relevance and accuracy to
the query. The relevance and accuracy of an answer is
determined with the help of analogical reasoning. The answer
which relates much homologous to the newly posted question
can get higher score and thus be treated as the best answer.
Authors experimented their proposed methodology with
nearly 30 million questions from Yahoo! Answers QA base.
The proposed approach is compared with three contemporary
popular methods. The work found to be out performed when
compared with existing baseline methods.
Numerous questions expect answers of a particular kind in
open QA System, for example “who is the successive
president of Pranab Mukherjee?” The answer lies within the
instances of Indian President and could never go beyond.
Grappy and Grau [28] attempted in developing a method to
verify an answer for its relativeness with posted question.
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To pursue this method authors have combined criteria
obtained from various literature available methods. Statistical
methods, entity recognizers and support of Wikipedia are
three major ways that authors have employed to verify the
appropriateness between answer and its kind. Such a
methodology can be perceived as a learning paradigm that
makes use of different features. The work can be used to
improve a QA system by checking all returned answers. The
work alone can’t be used to locate good answer for a posed
question. Authors in their earlier work [29] have presented a
validity method through learning and this proposed work is an
extension to make the validation system a complete one. The
proposed work also finds its place in an answer validation
module which decomposes the given question into various
kinds of information for checking.
4.7 Multimedia QA systems
The rapid increase of information over the Internet in
different forms creates a new challenge in developing QA
system which supports to cater multimedia information. For
the past 2 decades QA systems are at the most responded in
text-based manner. Yeh et al. [26] have done promising work
in designing visual QA system. Earlier Yeh et al. in [25] have
presented a structure for designing visual QA system which
comprised of 3 layers. The initial layer looks for an
appropriate match for the query picture with the help of
modeled textual questions and domain specific keywords.
Middle layer strive to search in its internal base for matching
response answer. Third layer takes the support of manual
expertise if needed. Tat-Seng Chua et al. [26] are the early
researchers who extended the fact-based QA systems towards
designing a common framework for developing multimedia
QA system. The proposed framework is aimed in locating
multimedia answers over Internet public content such as
Flicker and YouTube. The work can be considered as a
preliminary and could be extended to several directions.
4.8 Applications of Prediction in QA Systems
In a community based QA system (CQA), users post their
question and wait for appropriate answers from other users.
Till the year 2012, no researcher has attempted in addressing
the unanswered questions in a QA system. Lichun Yang et al
[33] are the early researchers who attempted in analyzing
not-answered questions. Authors presented a formal
prediction model to analyze the not-answered questions
which is comprised of a supervised learning task along with
the support of selected question features. The work is
positively evaluated with real questions collected from
Yahoo! Answers.
Fetching the most relevant answer is the prime task
of a conventional QA system. But this problem is categorized
as a complex task because of matching numerous relevant
responses. Several researchers have contributed their efforts
in laying a path of extracting the right answer but very few
have addressed the treatment of voluminous question-answer
data prior to perform actual analysis. Baichuan Li et al [35]
presented two research analyses to understand the scope of
the question quality issue as a process of preliminary
screening and thus picking and ruling out the bad quality
questions. The initial study is focused on identifying question
quality factors and determines the user participation as a
quality measure between seekers and relevant topics. This
study gives the difference of the quality of the question
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according to the topic. The second study is comprised of a
mutual reinforcement-based label propagation (MRLP)
model which predicts the quality of question with support of
question relevancy and seeker participation. Authors
successfully separated best quality questions with the poor
quality questions but still opined that since the extracted
features are no salient, the proposed methodology may not
yield satisfactory performance.
Answer seekers may get frustrated if their questions
remain unanswered in QA systems. Gideon Dror et al [57] are
the initial contributors to estimate whether the posted does
really get answered or not. In order to attain this objective,
authors associated a kind of “heads up” to the askers giving an
estimated count of answers they may likely get. Such a feature
reduces the frustration to the answer seeker and if possible
seeker can rephrase the posted question to increase the
chances of getting proper response. Authors introduced a
novel estimation model which is especially customized to
build tree structured QA systems. Authors evaluated their
proposed work with one year data collected from Yahoo!
Answers which is comprised of 10 million questions posted in
the year 2009. Authors unleashed an unexpected assertion
that accumulation of more number of questions never
deteriorates the performance of a QA system, until
community of answerers is well preserved. Experimental
evaluations of proposed work show significant improvement
than potential contemporary methods because of its novel
structure built.
Every community QA system frames certain
guidelines of framing a question in order to reduce completely
irrelevant or poor quality of questions. Certain questions like
“hi question about mathematics”, “NDTV iPad app screen
design”, “plzz can u help me” etc seems annoying and these
type of questions will be down voted and be deleted from QA
systems. Experienced community members and moderators
regularly watch and delete these kinds of questions. Denzil
Correa and Ashish Sureka attempted in analyzing deleted
questions from Stack Overflow QA system [58]. Authors as a
first step created a database of deleted questions which were
deleted during 2008 to 2013. The characterization of these
deleted questions is then prepared. Secondly, authors
developed a prediction framework to estimate whether the
newly posted question is likely to be deleted or not. Authors
brought out multiple insights over the phenomena of question
deletion. The down voting takes a substantial time and once
score of the question reaches then community takes
immediate action. Query makers often delete their questions if
they find down voting in order to preserve their reputation.
Good quality questions which are deleted accidentally can get
back to be undeleted by up voting process. Authors
represented a pyramidal tree structure every node (question)
assigned with quality and made poor quality questions to hang
at the end of the tree. Authors build a predictive model with
47 significant quality properties taken from user background
history, user participation in the group, semantics of text and
justification to label the question for its deletion during
question creation time. Authors experimented with 270,604
deleted questions from Stack Overflow and reported an
accuracy of 66%. The work is the first of its kind to analyze on
deleted questions on a large scale on Stack Overflow.
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The work unleashed several potential suggestions to
preserve quality in community QA systems.
Very limited attempt is presented in the literature to
identify an insightful question that could motivate huge
number of users for further discussions in a community QA
system. In parallel, detecting a potential answer that could
help many users is also a major challenge. The impact
measure of a question-answer pair over a long term possibly
gives answer to these two challenges. Yuan Yao et al [60]
pursued their research in predicting the significance durability
of a Question-Answer pair immediately after their entry in
community QA systems. Authors located a collection of
algorithms to predict the significance of question-answer pair
by configuring three crucial aspects namely non-linearity,
Interoperability and temporal variation. The proposed work
has 3 basic advantages. Firstly, the chosen set of algorithms is
comprehensive in nature that naturally captures the expected
three aspects. Second, thesealgorithms are quite flexible and
works positively at certain instances where these aspects can’t
perform significantly. Third, these algorithms are quite
adaptive and scalable in nature. Authors analyzed the
proposed algorithms for their correctness, optimality and time
complexity subjected to real-time community QA data
available in Yahoo! Answers.
Imrul et al. [92] investigated the impact of users’
social behavior in QA systems. Authors analyzed the social
behavior of 2,00,000 worldwide users collected from yahoo
QA database. The cultural behavior analytics presented by
Robert Levine and Geer Hofstede is considered as the
baseline methodology for the proposed work. Authors
empirically measured the cultural metrics with the users of
community QA Systems. The work presented different
national cultures in Yahoo Answers unleashing their temporal
predictions, contribution-relations, privacy concerns, and
power in equality.
4.9 Hybrid Approaches
The prior preservance of inter-relationships between question
answers in a QA system will sure result in getting best quality
answer. Mohan et al. [13] presented a framework which
estimates the values of potential features in bringing out the
best possible response. The specialty of the work lies in
considering both actual-textual and associated-textual
features during estimation. Authors empirically tested the
framework with Yahoo QA base and opined that textual
features like completeness and relevancy with its proper
justification predominantly drive in suggesting the best
quality answer. Associated-textual features include popularity
of the question and administrative control over a question to
its seeker etc may not play prominent role in getting top
answer still they do partially support. Length of the text and
the its language are found least significant features. Authors
opined that the proposed framework could help researchers in
identifying significant features to pick out top answers.
Answerers accessing with modern QA systems often
include URLs along with the actual answer with the intent of
providing complete and further information. Long Chen et al
[54] attempted analyzing the answers associated with
navigational links for estimating the capability of searching
systems. Authors evaluated the automated process of
identifying navigational references with primary-textual
features and supporting metadata. Authors presented a hybrid
approach which is a blend of several language modeling
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techniques like likelihood model, language conversion model
and context based language model respectively. Authors
evaluated the performance of their proposed mixture
language model using Wiki Answers [55] and Yahoo!
Answers [56] question database. The proposed intent-based
language model show significant performance compared to
contemporary language modeling approaches. How big the
literature may grow accumulating the works in fetching
relevant question-answers, there exist a “gap” among the
originally asked query and the system recommended
responses. This challenge is termed as lexical chasm or word
mismatch problem. Ming Chen et al have attempted to
address this challenge by improving the traditional Topic
Inference based Translation Language Model (T2LM)
through the preserved systematic topics base. Authors
specifically take support of user adoption answers for further
refining their work. Both these models make a bride to fill the
gap by grouping related words. To reduce the gap between
different semantics, the proposed work takes the support of
user information. The combination of both these methods
resulted in a significant improvement in the performance
during question retrieval. The work is experimented on
real-time Chinese QA system and found improvement in
retrieval performance over T2LM base line work.
4.10 Use of Graphical Representations
The structure of data over the Internet is constantly
changing thus it become a potential challenge to the user
community in accessing the public data. Resource description
framework (RDF) enables in describing as standard
knowledge base represented as a triplet comprised of subject,
predicate and object. Such a base possibly been constructed
as a graph in which objects takes the role of nodes and
predicates are denoted as edges. SPARQL is the baseline
query language for accessing RDF data, but it is quite
complicated to work for end users because of its syntax and
RDF schema. The goal of an ideal system should give
maximum benefit to end users abstracting the internal
complexity of both SPARQL and RDF [61]. Thus, RDF
gained wide popularity in building natural language
processing (NLP) supported QA systems [62, 63]. The QA
system with natural language support follows both
understanding underlying meaning of question and delivering
its proper response. Prime target should go into grabbing out
the actual meaning of question with no ambiguity in natural
language phrases. Joint disambiguation is the most accepted
technique with exponential search space. Lei Zou et al [64]
proposed a systematic framework using graphical
representation to deal with natural language questions
supported on RDF repository. Authors devised this two-stage
task as a subgraph matching problem. The problem of
ambiguity is resolved when no further matching could be
progressed. Thus the cost of disambiguation is saved when
there is no matching found. The work is compared with
contemporary DEANNA algorithm [63] and those systems
running in QALD-3 QA datasets. Authors utilized the
relationship phrases provided in Patty [64] system to
construct the paraphrase dictionary.
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Authors evaluated their methodology with other
equivalent benchmark Yago2 [65] system. Based on the
experimental results authors successfully proved that their
work significantly improves the precision along with speed
and performance.

Table 5.1 List of Literature for QA systems in Machine
Learning and Deep Learning.
Contributions using machine learning and

Authors

deep learning approaches

4.11 QA Systems as Online Educational Resources
During recent years massive open online courses (MOOCs)
received wide much attention among educators and learners
[74]. Due to the rapid accumulation of digital content,
educators are in search of supporting tools that can cater the
answers automatically for a posed question without human
effort. Chase Geigle and ChengXiang Zhai [75] proposed to
exploit the historical or archived MOOCs discussion forum to
fetch an answer automatically using IR methods. The
proposed methodology is much beneficial because of rapid
accumulation of repeated offerings of the course and thus will
likely fetch more relevant question-answers. Authors further
evaluated their work by preparing a test collection and found
that the proposed work is quite better than contemporary
techniques. The work also pursues error analysis as a further
refinement.
4.12 Addressing Class Imbalance Problems in QA
Systems
Class imbalance problem has rapidly gained
attention in the machine learning research community [69,
70]. This challenge encounters if the machine learning
classifier show bias during prediction of majority class. Such
a problem is often encountered in several applications of
machine learning. During training the classifier, in a
conventional scenario, a user predominantly focuses in
training with more positive examples than negative examples.
The implication of this paradigm results in biased
approximations with respect to specificity and sensitivity.
Sub-optimal models can be refined by using existing
performance measures to obtain accurate classification.
Min-Yuh Day and Cheng-Chia Tsai presented an empirical
study on recognizing inference extracted from text. Authors
pursued an evaluation of existing NTCIR gold standard
linguistic features and found that antonym, negation and 7
linguistic phenomena play key role in N labeling.
Experimental results infer that the recognizing inference with
analyzed linguistic phenomenon may change with the
capability of classifier.
V. RESULTS
Upon evaluating the literature on various topics the below are
the contributions done in machine learning approaches with
an accuracy of 80-85%. The below works contributed are on
answer quality and QA systems with variant approaches.
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Attempted to investigate the performance of

Lange et al.

machine

(2008)

processing

learning

techniques

algorithms

and

especially

text
with

reference to defence knowledge management
discussion forums
Proposed three-level question type taxonomy

Zhang et al.

with the base support of publicly available

(2009)

questions captured from community QAs
Presented a new label ranking method

Wei Wang et

developed

al (2011)

using

a

machine

learning

algorithm which can determine a rank for a
question-label to classify. Once the question
is classified then authors evaluated the
performance of the system to find out whether
the inclusion of user’s intention really
supports or not
Automatically identifying local questions

Long

Chen

with a framework of PU learning from

et al (2012)

positive and un labelled examples along with
the standard textual phrases
Developed Sibyl, a new factoid QA system,

Pere

especially

spoken-word

(2012)

Attempted the initial analysis of “closed”

Denzil

questions on the technical QA platform Stack

Correa

Overflow. Authors downloaded the archived

Ashish

publicly

Sureka

configured

for

et

al

documents

available

34

lakh

questions

and

accumulated during a span of four years

(2013)

A novel methodology has been developed to

Anselmo

test the performance of automated reading

Peñas et al

systems through reading comprehension tests

(2013)
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Proposed a framework which predicts users’

Nikolay

response with respect to time and location

Burlutskiy et

features

al (2015)

Attempted to address certain issues of

Yassine et al

translation

(2016)

of

Arabic

question-answers

belonging to medical domain
Proposed

a

tri-modal

deep

boltzmann

machine (tri-DBM) to capture a scholastic

Baolin Peng
et al (2014)

integration of query-response for a posted

contents and the popularity of the answers

(2013)

Presented a general model to determine
the quality of information using
supporting features like star rating,
supporting answer referencing, positive
votes, contributor profile, possible count
of best answers, acceptance ratio etc.

Kohei Arai and
ANIK Nur
Handayani
(2013)

Constructed a framework which
automatically determines the quality of
the newly responded answers, based upon
several distinct groups of features namely
user profile, user access to the
community, user textual interactions and
the background thrust respectively.

Long et al (2016)

inquiry statement

Table 5.3 List of Literature on QA Systems in Various

Constructed a study of two-phase question

Ghosh et al

retrieval approach that is comprised of

(2017)

topics.
Contributions of Literature

Authors

Proposed a simple technique of getting

Tianyong et al

a good response to newly posted similar

(2012)

retrieving similar questions and re-ranking
the retrieved questions
Designed the modern non-factoid noiseless
QA system, work in analysing models which
deal in accessing question answering
comprised of lengthy descriptions and
explanations

Kateryna

questions by looking at their

Tymoshenko
et al (2016)

“equivalent” stored questions which are
already been responded earlier

Pursued a research work in health care

Hong Cai et

supported QA system in which their work is

al (2017)

Addressed grabbing the context from

Kai Zhang et al

the mind of answer seekers by

(2014)

proposing a supervised trained topic

of two-fold

modelling for QA systems

Table 5.2 List of literature om Answer Quality

Attempted in refining question retrieval

Kai Zhang et al

system to perceive the actual meaning

(2016)

Contributions

Authors

Addressed a collaborative question
answering task by experimenting on huge
collection of real question answers
available with Yahoo! Answers

Maggy et al
(2009)

Attempted to handle the assessment of
answer quality by determining the quality
of an answer in a QA system

Chirag and
Jefferey (2010)

Attempted to understand the actual

Muhammad

cause of why a question remains

Asaduzzaman

Presented a novel topic modelling
framework with Dirichlet forest priors
(LDA-DF) to analyse questions and
answers

Horowitz et al
(2010)

unanswered help answer seekers to

et al (2013)

Proposed work determines the
correctness of the answers through a
process of cross validation done by the
fellow learning community and thus gives
accurate feedback to the answer providers

Šimko et al
(2013)

Bǎidù zhidao is a collaborative
Web-based collective intelligence QA
system in Chinese language.

Robin Li

Attempted to address two potential
challenges pertaining to the quality of

Lifan Guo and
Xiaohua Hu
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and intention of question creator
working with community question
answering (CQA)

refine their question in order to increase
the chances of addressing their question
Presented a novel answer

Vinay et al

summarization approach to deal with

(2013)

the challenge “Incomplete Answer”
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Attempted in early detection of

Dijk et al

answerers who could become potential

(2015)

3.

4.

contributors of community QA systems
5.

in near future
Focused on picking out the top

Yao-Ming

contributors in QA systems are

Yang et al

primarily been estimated according to

(2016)

6.

7.

user community participation
Proposed a combined methodology to

Congfu Xu et

find experts who make top contribution

al (2016)

8.
9.
10.

in answering. Authors chose questions
tags, content and answer’s votes as

11.

significant parameters to locate the
experts

12.

After the evaluation of the literature, it is observed that there
are many challenges in the QA systems to be addressed
further to increase the accuracy rate up to 90-95%. Few of
them are listed below.

13.

14.

i) Rise in the levels of spam,
ii) Inequality in participation

15.

iii) Declination in the responses
iv) Managing the team of volunteers and members.

16.

v) Technology on demand.
17.

V. CONCLUSION
This paper attempted in bringing out various research works
and their scope focused on question answering systems.
Yahoo! Answers, Baidu Knows, Stack Overflow, Wiki
Answers, Brainly, Quora, PubMed etc. gained lot of attention
in user community. At the most researchers experimented
their works on these advanced community QA systems, in
which works on Yahoo! Answers take the major stake of
research. Estimating answer quality in a QA system is always
a challenge and several researchers addressed this issue in
their works. Apart from addressing answer quality, finding the
question quality, similar questions and response time are
equally significant challenging tasks of research. Probabilistic
modeling, machine learning, deep learning and hybrid
approach of solving have presented promising results when
compared to traditional approaches in QA systems. The thrust
of configuring a community QA system to a potential
educational resource is highly needed and is attempted by
Chase Geigle and ChengXiang Zhai during recent years.
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